During Academic Year 2019-2020, the CFA’s Subcommittee on Forms proposed four changes to Forms A and B that were ratified by CFA. The changes are described here.

- **Form A**
  - On the cover page, candidates will now “mark all that apply” regarding whether the application is for tenure, promotion, and/or early promotion.
  - Under Scholarly Activity, under Question 2 (Publications) a bullet has been added that asks candidates to “Identify any coauthors that are Manhattan College students.”

- **Form B**
  - Under Teaching, Question 5 will now read “Describe the candidate’s teaching with respect to course level and topic. If the candidate’s assigned teaching loads do not seem to demonstrate teaching versatility, please explain.”
  - Under Recommendations, Question 1 (Departmental Faculty) now includes a line reminding that “The Chair’s evaluation must not identify which faculty made specific comments.”